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Nation
Update
Reagan running
. Presiden~ Reagan said Sunday
he JS a candtdate for re-election
declaring "our work is not
finished" and confirming Vice
President George Bush as his running mate.
The 72-year old Reagan gave
the five-minute TV speech at
10:55 pm PST from the Oval Office. It costs $400,000 for commercial time.

Big budget

for doctors
Infertility office

President Reagan sent his plan
for the 1985 budget to Congress on
Wednesday. The budget would
spend $925.5 billion with $305
billion going for defense.
Along with spending close to a
dollars, this budget has a
80 billion deficit attached.
Some details in the proposal
include: a 14.507o increase in
military spending, $15.2 billion for
foreign aid, $7.3 billion for spaceincluding $150 million in start-up
for a permanent manned
ing station, 4.307o cost-ofng increase in social security, a
billion cut in public housing,
a cut of $.5 billion in food

US in Honduras

FOR.

The Washington Post reporthat US military forces have
advantage of six months of
vers in Honduras to create
"a substantial, semipermanent
military capability" in that
strategically located Central
American country without informing Congr,.ess, according to a
congressional staff report.
Construction of airstrips,
housing, radar facilities, ocean
piers, roads, and other facilities
points to "significant additional
US military presence in Honduras
for an indefinite period," according to an unpublished report of
the House Armed Forces military
construction subcommittee.

Reagan won't listen
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President Reagan declared
Wednesday that he will ignore any
non-binding House resolution
calling on him to promptly withdraw US troops from Lebanon.
"I'm not going to pay any attento it," said Reagan.
Meanwhile, the 267 House
Democrats say they are pretty
much in agreement that such a call
must be made. A resolution calling
for the withdrawal of the Marines
could reach the House floor by
Feb.IO.

Marines in battle
US Marines battled Shiite
militiamen with tank, mortar and
machine-gun fire Monday in
daylong clashes that killed one
American ,nd wounded three
others.
Shiite spokesmen said ~.a~ine
fire killed three Lebanese ctvthans
and wounded 22 others, including
two children in a school bus.

Goldman faces 8 counts of criminal charges
-.
By Frank Reichert
Managing Editor

Fqrmer editor of The Pacificao,
Greg Goldman, has been held to answer for six counts of forgery and two
counts of grand theft after a two-day
preliminary hearing determined
reasonable and probable cause to find
Goldman guilty of each count.
At the preliminary hearing, held
in Stockton on Jan. 23 and 24 the
prosecutor raised the charges ag~inst
Goldman from one count of grand
theft and five counts of forgery to the
current total of eight. The prosecutor
is Deputy District Attorney Gary
Rossi. The investigating officer is
Lieutenant William Correll of the
University police.
Goldman's next meeting with the
courts will be an arraignment for trial
on Feb. 7 at 8:30 am at the Stockton
Superior Court. At this arraignment
Goldman probably will plea not
guilty, according to Rossi. Then any
of three things may happen: a trial
date will be set within the 60-day limit
allowed by law, Goldman can waive
time and a trial date will be set before
or after the 60-day limit, or a date will
be set for a pre-trial conference,
where the court will indicate what the
sentence could be if Goldman is
found guilty. The choice between
these three is up to Goldman and his
defense attorney, James Simonelli of
Stockton.
The six counts of forgery stem
from the allegation that Goldman
created a company which was supposed to be a supplier to The

Pacilbo. Thia oompany, Data Diversions, was then said to have received
money from Pacifican accounts.
To get this money, a check
request and an invoice must have
been sent to the University accountants. For money to be dispersed
from an "agency account" such as
The Pacifican's, two signatures must
be on the check request.
At the pre-trial, Dr. Peter Gross,
advisor to the Pacifican from Sept.
1982 to Aug. 1983, testified that for
the first five checks the signatures appeared to be his and Greg Goldman's,
but went on to testify that he did not
sign the checks. These five checks
were dated from Nov. 3, 1982 to Jan.
5, 1983 and were made out to pay
Data Diversions the amount of
$2,079.35, $2,622.00, $5,195.70,
$4,964.70, and $3,251.95.
The sixth accusation of forgery
pertains to a check made out to Data
Diversions on Feb. 10, 1983 for
$3,850.00. Doyle Minden, UOP's
Director of Public Relations and
Chairman of The Pacifican
Publications Board, testified at the
preliminary hearing that when he saw
the check request it was for $50.00.
Minden said he did not authorize a
request for $3,850.00.
Testimony from Terrance Pascoe, a handwriting expert, stated that
the six checks in question in fact were
authorized by Goldman.
One count of grand theft is connected to the scholarships or tuition
rebates which were- awarded to
Goldman. The scholarships were
requested in memorandums on
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Tuition rises to a record high
By Kiku Lani Iwata
Staff Writer

Inflationary pressures are forcing costs fol' University of the
Pacific students up to a record high
of $11,940 for the coming year.
A nine percent tuition increase,
approved by the Regents, means
students at the Stockton campus will
pay $8,480 in tuition with an
estimated $3,460 for room and board
next year. This compares with current
tuition costs of $7,780 with room and
board at about $3,260. The 1984-85
tuition costs do not include the unchanged $245 in student fees, which
will bring charges to $8,835.
UOP President Stanley C. McCaffrey said current tuition fees rank
UOP sixth among 12 leading independent universities and colleges in
California.
The UOP Long Range Budget
and Planning Committee proposed
the tuition increase to the Regents.
The 16-member committee, com-

posed of representatives of the
University's faculty, students, nonacademic personnel and administration, worked with three
major variables to determine the
budgetary recommendations. Stanley
Brovont, committee representative,
said these were tuition, faculty
salaries and the university contingency fund.
The committee proposed a nine
percent tuition increase, a 6.2 percent
faculty salary increase and a reduction of the $1 million contingency
fund to $800,000.
Academic Council Chair John
Smith said, "There is a very close
relationship between tuition increase
and faculty salary increase, and I
regret that because people would have
to be offered a fair wage, tuition consequently increased."
The recommendations to increase faculty salaries were due to the
faculty not receiving a salary increase
last year, the student representatives'
support for faculty and the recom-

An increasing number of students are
being placed on academic probation
By Lynette Leinfelder

Tuition costs in dollars, for Stockton
Campus since 1980-81 year
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Shuttle off
If all went well, the space
shuttle Challenger left its pad at
CaPe Canaveral this morning at 5·
l'he mission is planned for five
days and will include the first space
Walks without lifelines.
The five member crew will
ta_ke the shuttle through tests that
Will open the door for future work
~ t~e permanent orbiting sta~ion
1' ~Stdent Reagan is endorsmg.
hts is the lOth mission for
's space shuttle.

Pacifican stationary to Dennis
Parkinson of the Student Loan Office.
The first one (dated Jan. 1981) ·
requested a "tuition rebate for outstanding work to Mr. Greg Goldman." The rebate was for $500. At
the time Goldman was ·Managing
Editor of The Pacifican •
The second scholarship (dated
Oct. 1983) awarded Goldman
$2,000. The charge of grand theft was
connected when Minden testified that
he did not authorize these scholarships. The memorandums did have
what appeared to be Minden's
signature but Minden said he did not
sign them. Minden testified that he
always signs his name "R. Doyle
Minden" and that the signatures on
the memorandums were missing the s
R's."
~
The second count of grand theft .!:
revolves around the question of who i&:
paid for a trip Goldman took last
Winter Term. Minden testified that !§
he could have signed a check request ~ .
for payment to the UOP athletic ~..,.,u,,m::t 10 interviews former editor Greg Goldman during last year's indepartment for $1, 145. Minden famous term paper ad controversy.
thought the money would pay for
travel expenses for the Sports Editor.
Dr. Connor Sutton, of the UOP
athletic department testified that the
$1,145 check was given to him by
Goldman to pay for Goldman's WinBy Kelly Olsen
ter Term scuba diving trip to the
decided to recommend that the footCaribbean.
Staff Writer
ball team also receive additional
Some other testimony given at
scholarships.
the preliminary hearing includes:
Pacific's football team · ~( . · ·en
Terry
Liskevych,
UOP's
--Dan Sousa, current Editor-in- women's volleyball coach, and Bob
five
additional
schv ·
s,
Chief of The Pacifican, testified that Cope, Pacific's football coach both
stipulated to be used for pen · .•ltly
the paper never received any material were happy to learn recently that their
injured players. According to NCAA
(continued on page 9, column 3)
teams will be receiving additional
rules the team can have up to 95
scholarships.
'
scholarships. It now has 75 plus the
additional five, which are not to he
The women's volleyball team
used in recruiting new players. They
received two additional full-ride
have to be used for the permanently
According to Tom
scholarships.
Stubbs, Acting". Athletic Director,
injured players.
mendations of the Faculty CompenIf a player sustains an injury that
sation Committee, a 10-member ad- "A request came in from ten to
prevents him from ever playing footvisory group to the Academic Coun- twelve which is the maximum number
cil. .
ball again, that player should be able
that NCAA allows in women's
to keep his scholarship until he
The FCC conducted a detailed volleyball." Liskevych commented,
graduates, according to Pacific's
study of universities comparable to "I'm interested in being in the top
moral and ethical standards. Cope
UOP. It recommended increased four, year in and year out and in orexplained, "We've always done that
faculty salaries to bdng salaries up to der to do that, we needed to have the
and we will continue to do that."
the American Association of Univer- full complement of scholarships.''
The request for additional
These additional scholarships
sity Professor Category II-A 60th
protect the team from having to give
percentile rank. The FCC also scholarships then went to the Athletic
their recruiting scholarships to inrecommended adoption of a merit Advisory Board, a group that injured players. Cope also commented,
system for salary increases and the cludes faculty, administrators, and
"I i,lonestly believe 75 scholarships
students. They made a recommenestablishment of a new medical plan.
are enough. Sure I'd like to have 95
FCC Chair Michael Minch said dation to the President, who then apbut I don't think it's feasible. I want
the merit system met the disapproveal proved the additional scholarships.
In the process of presenting
our football program· to have exof the Academic Council. However,
cellence just like the rest of the
President McCaffrey said the LRBP Liskevych's request to the Athletic
University does. Although, I don't
Committee and ..the Regents suppor- Advisory Board the subject of
want it to have excellence at the .exscholarships for other sports came
ted all three FCC recommendations.
up. The Athletic Advisory Board pense of the rest of the University."
(continued on page 9, column 5)

1980-81

19111-81
Source: UOP Finance Center

Staff Writer

Several students might have been
recently shocked to find that they had
been placed on ac~demic probation
or even disqualified to continue in
their constituent schools. The close
of each semester brings this disheartening news and many students fail to
understand the system. Why it happened and how the situation may be
corrected needs to be examined. Too
often a student looks for a crutch to
rest the burden upon, when in reality
it rests on many legitimate causes.
The number of students
disqualified has increased over the
past four semesters, peaking this past
fall with 2% of the total enrollment
ineligible to continue as they had in
the past. In the Spring of '82 there
were 52 disqualifications, 20 students
readmitted on probation, and 32
students who actually left. In the Fall
of '82 there were 44 students
disqualified, 20 readmitted and 24
who left. In the Spring of 1983, there
were 63 disqualifications, 32 students
readmitted and 31 students who left,
and in the fall of '83, there were a
total of 72 disqualifications, 34
students readmitted on probation and
38 students who left.
These statistics, provided by the
Department of Institutional Research
reveal the number of students· who
were readmitted on probation and the
actual number forced to leave
because of disqualification. (Phar-

macy students are included in the fall
statistics but are omitted from
Spring, due to the school's different
calendar)..'
Dr. Lee Fennell, Dean of Instit..tional Research, made an
?
J~Y of the system with a bank ac"""'',. To remain in good academic
standing, a student must maintain a

cumulative 2.0 grade point average.
For each "C" and above, a student
receives balance points, (which accumulate over the collegiate years)
and builds up credit. This "credit"
serves as a cushion, perhaps, for
those times when one receives a C- or
below. It rewards those students who
(continued on page 9, column 3)

Future members run to sorority circle capping off the five day rush. See
page 3 for story.
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EDITORIAL
The world
according to
the Democrats

Pacific
Talks
By Kelly Olsen
and
Tim Sweeney
Plloto By Jeff Te•tacb

What are your Impressions of
sorority rush at UOP?

I

Amy Shrider
School of Business
Junior
Tri-Delta- active
I don't like the rush process. I
wish rush could be at the end of
Christmas break and we could
come back early, I know I get
bored of Christmas vacation
anyway. Rush takes up too much
time and I never study, I haven't
studied since I got back. The whole
· thing is designed to pull your
academics apart.

Don Gibbs
Freshman
Exploratory
It doesn't bother me, they
seem to have a good time. It
doesn't affect the girls school-wise,
I mean the sororities are only
demanding five hours a day, and
it's usually at night. I haven't run
into anyone that's had any·
problems with rush.

MY uOt> GEOKG6,
00" h)OR~ IS
OOT 'i£T flr1fSH£D

<

The Democrats are gearing up for a long hard battle with
Ronald Reagan. In a debate at Harvard University Tuesday,
seven Democratic hopefuls' lashed out at Reagan's Achille's heel,
foreign policy. The result was to be expected, plenty of accusations, but no solutions. With the strength of the economy,
Americans are going to be reduced to two choices: 1) Reagan's
foreign policy is working, elect Reagan, 2) Reagan's foreign
policy is failing, but the Democrats haven't come up with
anything better, elect Reagan.
Americans knew when they elected Reagan that U.S. foreign
policy was going to assume a militaristic stance. The downing of
the Libyan jet-fighters, the invasion of Grenada, the peacekeeping mission in Lebanon, and the continuing hardline rhetoric
with the Soviets can hardly be surprising to anyone. Not since
Kennedy and the Cuban missile crisis have U.S. ideological and
philosophical doctrines been as thoroughly defined.
Opponents of Soviet policy, the Soviets included, label
Reagan as a suicidal war-monger. The Soviets are to be excused
for such accusations. Since Reagan took office, the Soviets have
watched their Third World efforts deteriorate, had their military
advisors returned parcel-post from Grenada, and witnessed the
first unified action taken by NATO since its inception ·- the
deployment of Pershing II and Cruise missiles. Negotiations on
intermediate-range nuclear missiles (INF) have fallen through
with the Soviets claiming they won't return until those missiles
are removed. Coinciding with the Soviets' refusal to bargain is
Reagan's offer to merge the strategic-arms reduction talks
(START) and the lNF negotiations, just in time for the Presidential campaign.
·
Come election time, voters measure the success of a
President's foreign policy by the state of affairs with the Soviet
Union. Unfortunately for the Democrats, the Soviets aren't
satisfied with Ronald Reagan - a sure sign that he's doing
something right. Soviet and U.S. political doctrines completely
contradict each other, those looking for friendship pacts and a.
utopian world situation are the same ones looking for the
Democratic nomination. Without a comprehensive proposal, the
Democrats will have a difficult time convincing the American
public that Reagan shouldn't be allowed to finish what he began
three years ago. As Democratic Senator Ernest F. Hollings put it
to fellow Presidential contender Walter F. Mondale, "Just what
weapons system do you favor?"
- T.S.

Faculty column

What you get is not
always what you see
By Dr. Gary B. Putnam
University Chaplain

KarenGard
Sophomore
Civil Engineering
Delta Gamma - active
It's lowered my grades, gotten
me sick, and made me lose five or
ten pounds. I never think sorority
rush should be put in the middle of
the school year again. Rush should
be before the fall or spring
semester, people are willing to
come back a little earlier .. .it would
be a lot better than the hours that
we spend during school. The
sororities need more time to know
the girls better, we had to ask 90
girls back that we really wanted,
and that's not fair to the girls
rushing.

Majdi Al-Qahtani
Sophomore
Computer Engineer
I think it's really bad, it's
good to have fun, but all the noise
they make. The girls have a lot of
activities, so they don't study, it
just isn't school anymore. When
I'm studying, my God! you hear
all these noises. I'd leave the
process alone, but I'd change the .
rules. No more than two parties a
week and no noise.

There is considerably more to
ministry on a campus than is evident
to the casual observer. People ask
"What are you doing? "How many
people came?" as a way to try to understand the spiritual life of a campus.
Religious · programs
and
organizations are one of the ways
used to describe the spiritual health of
a university. However, the ministry to
students, faculty, and administrators
goes far beyond the scope of
programs and organizations. Eight
elements of faithful ministry describe
how ministry may be evaluated. The
presence or absence of these attributes may reflect the spiritual
health of ministry to a campus (as
seen from a Christian perspective).
1. Life is regarded as a unity not
divided into spiritual concerns and
worldly concerns. All life questions
are regarded as ultimately religious,
"What is my life's vocation?" is as
religious a question as "What is the
power of prayer?" If Christianity is
relevant to life, then it will respond to
real life questions.
2. The oneness of the Christian
faith,.is best seen on the mission field.
Manf see the campus as this place of
mission. Where ministry is more concerned with the needs of people than
the creation of religious institutions,
there the oneness of faith will be most
evident.
3. Authentic Ministry is called to
be person-centered rather than
program-oriented. Programs are important, but they often are most important as "excuses" for... people to
get together to relate to one another.
4. Truth-seeking is at the heart of
authentic faith. There can be no truth
that would disprove one's faith.
There is no question or issue that is
too threatening to be considered.
5. Concern for social justice is a
part of faithful ministry. God cannot
be worshipped or served apart from

concern for persons in need · all
arou.n d us. Thomas Jefferson wrote
"I tremble for my country when I
realize that God is just." The task of
community of faith is to alert our
nation that the abundant resources
and blessings of God are a call to
special responsibility not to special
privilege.
6. Ministry on the campus
should serve as a research extension
of the church at large. The university
setting is less bound by traditionalism
and thus provides a setting for experimentation with new forms and
ideas.
7. Hope is one of the missions of
ministry on the campus. A national
survey of students reflected student
optimism about their future but little
confidence in society's institutions.
This "Titanic Ethic" says "I'm
okay, but the world is going to hell."
The decling altruism of students is
combatted by ministries calling
people to serve, to make a difference
in a world of crises.
8. Campus ministry is a call to be
a "miracle worker." Miracles are not
simply suspensions of natural law
i.e., having the "impossible" hap:
pen. A miracle is an event through
which God is revealed. In that sense
miracles are happening all around us.
In today's world miracles are to
be found not in water turned to win
but in despair turned to hope. The
God Presence is more apt to be found
in burning bushes. Ministry to the
campus does not bring God to the
univers\,ty but is called to point to
where God is already present.
The primary task of ministry is
not to be "successful" but to be
f~ithful. Through the Chaplain's Offlee and the various religious groups
we hope to give living expression of a
community which extends itself in
love to the unloved, in faith to the
agnostic, in guidance to the wanderer, in compassion to the needy
and in service through persons with
talents to offer.

Faculty column

Settling with the Sovie~ Union
removed from office, as the case of
Nikita Khrushschev reveals), a collecAssociate Professor of History
tive leadership appears, and from the
Nearly a century and a half ago, collective leadership, one person (or
when Imperial Russia was passing faction, perhaps, after the time of
through the iron grip of the police Stalin) eventually emerges as the
state which had been fashioned by dominant personality. What makes
Tsar Nicholas I, a French marquis the pattern intriguing for observers,
visited the country and jotted down both Russian and foreign, is that a
his impressions for posterity. Among power struggle always accompanies
his reflections was one which seems the change and that is elements are
strikingly contemporary. He had already present before the old leader
been astounded by what he had per- has gone. Thus, it was not Yur~ Anceived to be a paranoid mania for dropov's alleged love for great books
secrecy. He found it curious that such and classical music which brought
a great and powerful country should him to power but rather his
work so hard to keep foreigners reputation for ruthlessness and his
mystified concerning what was really ability to maneuver successfully
going on in Russia. This drive for through the dangerous waters of
secrecy, this determination to keep competing factions. And no doubt his
the prying eyes of foreigners (and ties to the KGB, of which he had been
Russians, too, it might be added) the head for years, were not a hinfrom discovering what lies behind the drance.
facade of official ·Russia has run like
Even though the pattern is
a thread through Russian history, relatively easy to observe, however,
both before and after the Revolutions thanks to the methods and insights of
of 1917. In our day, Yuri Andropov's modern kremlinology, the element of
prolonged absence from public view secrecy still leaves outsiders guessing
and the consequent rumors and about the deeper realities of decisionspeculation about where he is, what is making in the Kremlin. Such secrecy-wrong with him, and perhaps more already old in Russian history-important for our time, who is run- became even greater with the dawning
ning the Soviet government are sim- of the. Soviet era. From Lenin's day
ply familiar elements of the latest to the present, no Soviet leadership
chapter in an old story. This situation has ever felt it necessary to publish a
in itself should serve as a reminder blow-by-blow account of the inner
that settling the current differences working of either the government or
between West and East, and in par- the Communist party's inner santicular between the United States and ctum. A system, furthermore, which
Soviet Russia, involves much more answers to no one but itself and
than just sitting down at a table and which sees itself as the embodiment
suggesting blithely that the super- of t~e n~tion and the people, inpowers merely sign a piece of paper cludmg nghts and responsibilities
and thereby eleiminate the perils that has not a single need to reveal t~
face the world and one another.
anyone what it does not wish to
To be sure, some dialogue is bet- reveal. This in itself can be seen as a
ter than none, especially in the carrying on of a very old policy which
nuclear age. But those who do the traces its origins back at least to the
negotiating with the Soviets and those time of Peter the Great, who had it
who advocate such negotiations need declared officially that "all inforto understand first of all that Yuri mation is a state secret. •• Thus the
Andropov came to power in a classic ~rem~ino~ogist~ are left to their d~tec
Soviet pattern. Not even the speed tJve-hke mvesugations and nearly all
with which he appears to have con- the othe.r "experts" are reduced at
solidated his hold--which surprised s~me pomt to speculatjon. It was not
most experts--has marked a
Wl~hout reason that Winston Chursignificant change in the pattern
c~lll was led to describe Russia as a
which dates back to Lenin's era. Du~
nddle wrapped in an enigma in a
to Lenin's failure to establish some mystery.
kind of system which would provide
. With this as a starting point, one
an orderly transition from one leader mlght at least be better prepared to
to the next, the same thing has hapfac~ other .no less important factors .
pened ·on every occasion of a tur- behmd Sovlet positions and attitudes
nover. In general, the pattern has Current st~temen.ts may appear t~
been clear: when the leader dies (or is
reveal Sovlet thmking on certain

By Dr. William H. Brennan

critical issues, but in fact they m•"•-···v
just the tip of a very large
The Soviets have inherited
from their past, everything
from fear of the West with its
and dangerous ideas to a
dedication to the prin
Marxism-Leninism (no
irrelevant those principles
pear to be in light of Soviet
and needs). Even their ad,lan<:emllilnl~a
to superpower standing
and their undeniable i:l~Im;,rcmentlrtom.en
military power such as they
never possessed before have app•Unha.
to grant them a sense of ,..,.,..~,,.,aM•••
the world arena. Yet it is a
that gives every sign of being
by the ghosts of the PMt and
the present. Taken together,
rea_lities a~d '.i t9, the ,wmplexity -.,,n..•••a••
trymg to fmd a common ground
understanding with a Soviet
which brings to dialogue a Cltsc:onall~~uir
tingly different set of
definitions and parameters.
So where does this leave
prospects for a meaningful excballllln.t
which might lead to a me:antt1llllllla
settlement of the issue that
the survival of the world? If
is to continue or resume those
speak for the West or ~ho wish
have a hand in formulating
policies of the Western nations
at the very least do their
and know something ab
d~eper elements underlying
v1ews and policies. This will in no
guarantee an easier time of it but
least it could prepare both citi~n
diplomat for the long-drawn-out
t~rn of the Soviet approach
d1alogue. Of course miracles
a!ways possible, which is
d1alogue must continue but
possibility should never o'bscure
reality of what recent events
brought home and are still
home. The very ones who must
th.e other half of the equation
will lead •to dialogue have
themselves perfectly
calmly shooting down an
Korean airliner which had
from its course and are
proving themselves equaJly
th~ systematic destruction of 1
pn~i!ive nation whose people Ill
res~stmg Soviet occupation: ~
while the voices of protest !Illght ~
strangely muted, there can be no~·
c~se for ignoring the reality that~
nght before us.
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NEWS

~~~~~~!~Yr~n~~~~?~~~~~Y.ncil~~~~~.!~.g.~~ improved relations

j\cadernic Council, regarding the apointrne,nt ~f Osc~r T. Jarvis 'a s
~cadern1c VIce-President, opened the
door to many long-held frustrations
but also successfully resulted in improved relations, according to Dr.
John Smith, Chairman of the
j\cademic Council. A resolution was
· .the opporrec~ntIy passed Wei com~ng
tunttY to ope~ com~umcatlons.
The mrun pomt made to the
t by the council w th t th
~gen s
.
as a
ere
IS a cl~ connection .between the
goverm.ng l?rocedure . and. the
d c quality Dr S th d h
aca erni
. · . · mt sal t at
a wrong move !n an Important area of
government ~nght ~ave adverse effects on acader~uc quality·
Sn.uth further stated that had
a natton-wtde search been conducted

J?r.

have bee~ v~n~us co~cer_!l_s would
was not :ue •. However, the~e
was "the ~t ndt,h ·I~ \ sense, th1s
back "
raw at ro e the camel's
issue~ re~:r~·~acu!~ had dno say in
University no~ fn the n~e. s off the
person who acts as a er c. OJceb 0 the
the faculty and th plaJs?dn etween
.
e res1
ent.h Dr.
Smith
explained that
throu
the
customary process of a searchg, those
needs would have b
d'
d
·
een Jscusse ·
Smce the issues are still there, the
faculty members are determined to
talk about them.
Thirteen points were made to the
regents including the need for a move
on the library, the problem of faculty
morale, the desire for a Phi Beta
Kappa honors fraternity and the
problem of the low SAT scores of en-

is that these needs will be recognized
and corrected. Dr. Smith included
"We have to be patient. I have to b;
hopeful or I wouldn't continue with
the process." He also said that "to
bring them up does not mean we are
disloyal. We are concerned for the
quality of the University."
Academic Counc1'l also feels
h The
. '11
t at It WI be necessary to regularize
the process for selecting the
Academic Vice President.
The 1
current process is very vague and is
listed in the Operations Manual and
H db k
- -~ 00 for Academic Personnel as
{ollows: "The Board may select one
or more vice presidents of the University whose duties shall be designated
by the President of the University."
The change in this selection process
will need to _be approved by the

Bid Day signifies rush end
By Evelyn Macavinta
Staff Writer

active, was pleased with the pledge
class her bouse accepted: "We're
really excited about the new girls;
they show a lot of leadership potential and are really strong individuals
personality-wise." Dawn Polvorosa,
former president of Alpha Chi
Omega, said "Rush was not only fun,
it was sucte%ful, despite the sorority
Clrt:lc (' · . 1 • " lrha Chi con-

tinuously pledges girls who meet our
high standards."
On all aspects of the 1984 rush,
Associate Dean of Students Kay
Davis commented: "Depending on
your point of view, I'd like to have a
rush were everybody got what they
wanted, but that just doesn't happen. But on the whole, it went very
smoothly."

A cacophony of shrieks,
screams, and songs heralded the
issuing of bids at the Gold Room on
Monday, January 30.
Bid Day signified the end of the
formal sorority rush week, although,
many slumber parties, pledge
meetings, and other activities
progressed throughout the night. Out
of a total of 203 girls who participated at the beginning of rush,
some of whom withdrew of their own
volition, approximately 121 girls were
issued invitations to sorority membership, with 34 each at Delta Delta
Delta, Delta Gamma, and Kappa
.uu~·m:a. Alpha Theta. Due to the issuing of
open bids - membership invitations to
nrJ,i""-...1 women who have not gone through
rush - the number of new pledges at
Alpha Chi Omega is still tentative.
cortfi~m!ZI Lisa Colacicco, a sophomore
~'""'-o.RJ new Theta pledge, remarked that
she would remember most
rush was ''the nervousness I
- and the tension!" Despite the
Dervousness rushees might have felt,
Laurie Jo Burt, Kappa Alpha Theta
rush chairman, stated "It was a fan- ~
tastic rush and we're proud of the ~ 1
pledge class."
_:.g '
The apparent ease of how the ~ !
rush process went was echoed by C:
Janet Honeychurch, a sophomore o
Delta Gamma active: "I was <;atisfif'd if
by how well it went; it ran its
smoothest at DG in eight . vean ' · · Bid Day was an emotional day that was shared by all.
Sheryl Robi •1 ~o n , a junior Tri "Delta

on

a

Dr. Smith commented that it was
up to the faculty and the President to
create a positive relationship, one
where governance will not interfere
with academic quality. "The President
is meeting with the Academic Council
in February and the regents are now
communicating more openly than in
the Past ' " sru'd Snu'th . The eXIS
· t'mg
structure of the University is accep~
table "it's just a matter of using it
correctly," Smith concluded. l.

Pol.icies
chan,ge at
U Center
By Mary Calabro
Staff Writer

With the approval of the
ASUOP board a change in meal
ticket policies occurred this year, at
the Summit and the Rathskeller. The
change occurred as a result of a
recommendation by two professionals
from the National Association
College University Food Service,
NACUFS, who reviewed the food
operation on campus last year. They
mentioned the Residence Halls food
service was being neglected and
recommended that less emphasis
should be placed on the UC center.
Last year meal tickets were accepted at the Summit and Rathskeller
at all hours, however, this year meal
tickets are accepted at the Summit
only from 9:00am to 10:45 am and at
the Rathskeller from 1:30 pm to
4:00pm, and' after 4:00 only cash or
script will be accepted .
Since the policy began, off campus students, faculty and staff members are now able to find an available
table for breakfast and lunch in the
Summit and Rathskeller, according
to John Lewis, Assistant Food Service Director.
Lewis said that the goal of most
campuses is to serve everyone. For
examole. Chico · has a large enough
facility to accomodate everyone, ·but
UOP can't handle 200 to 300 students
within a couple of hours. Presently,
there are 15,000 meal ticket holders
and 2,000 off campus students.
Currently the Board of Directors
is redefining the purpose of the
Rathskeller, to see if this marketing
effect works. The Summit and the
Rathskeller are trying to break even
with a slight profit so they can replace
tables and chairs.

With term end approaching, Vila .reflects on year
By Dorothy Kraemer
Staff Writer

With the end of his term rapidly
approaching, ASUOP President,
Scott Vila, sums it up as a "good
Year." Vila said he feels one of his
major accomplishments was the study
made on ASUOP's Judicial br~Vlch
Which led to a more effective government system.
In the area of campus activities
he would like to see a strong student
interest in the rapidly growing UPBEAT Program. He would also like
to see a continuation of the Concert
Program, because it generates good
relations with the Stockton community and upgrades the Spanos
Center's reputation through recent
sell-outs and excellent future group
line-ups.
"There are a lot of loose ends
· still," Vila :-aid in reference to his
Waiting fnr rhe Senate to make their
decision in passmg a bill to enable a

study to be conducted on the Senate.
The study's objectives would be to
discover and eliminate any problems
that might exist in its system. He is
also trying to put together an accurate and fair faculty evaluation
system.
Vila has no speculation on
possible replacements and says he
probably will not endorse anyone
publicly, but will give his support. t,o
all the candidates. "I don't thmk 1t s
right to use my office to help
someone else get into the Presidency
just because I like their views.''
For those interested in running ..
for an ASUOP office, petitions are J
due Tuesday, February 7, by 5:00pm. ~
An information packet, including
forms requirements for candidacy,
and d~adlines may be picked up in the
ASUOP office.
ASUOP elections will be held
February 21 and 22 in the University
Center.

SAE puckers up for Easter Seal Society
k'ssing him and run back

1
tmu~u~.Y.
~line with 'a box of tooth-

Staff Writer

to t eb Jtnts her knees
paste e ween
·
Event number two, " Love is
r d " ·u e the male contestants
~l;~dfol:e~. ~~arching for their parrs Once they find their partners
t~e · ·n lace a balloon between
t ey wl~es p kissing and squeezing till
~hemse '
It bu~~ts. k' , Up " event number
Bre.~l I~
four blindfolded
~hree, Wit ;;~e designated playing
10 the ce~d~~~ facing each other. The
area, hu rtn~rs meanwhile, will be
fem~le P~ . ' 1 t ying to attract
out~Ide t e. ctrc ~th r their very own
their .atten~1°f. WI
"matmg ca · t cou les in each event
The ~aste~he cfverall top fund
alc;n~g with 1 1'll then compete in
raJsmg ~oup et ": 'Love Stories " In
the fill even •1
ill each dra~ the
this event, coup ~s ;ous lovers who
name ~f some k ad t
ortray The
they wlll be as e o P
·

Pucker up for SAE's "Kissin'
Close-up Games " to be held,Friday,
Feb. 10, from i:JO to 9:30pm in the
Catnpus gymnasium. All procee?s
frorn these accumulated contests will
&o directly to Easter Seals. The
overall goal is to raise $50,000.00 to
&o to disabled individuals served by
the Easter Seal Society. The local
5AE is aiming to net $2,000.00. The
contest is sponsored nationally by
lever Brother's, maker of Close-Up
toothpaste.
I
. Applicants will be asked to work
0 .
JltJI· ,;gill 1
~hell way through the fo~~ o~stacle~
tht 1 J, • .;s o.r). el~ted kissing events: Shirts ~,
fV' attl ~t l't1.J, ~1"'1 Skins," "Love is Blind," "Breakm
II d rrfl I 1 b(Jilfl'
Up," and "Love Stories."
• _..... ,.,.,",' tdiloria1
S . In the first event, ''Shirts N'
k•ns," the female will start from a
designated starting line, run to her
Partner, pull of his T -shirt while con-

£4''{.

.

Elton Engstrom

event will be subjectively judged according to the criteria stated on the
night of the event. The winner will be
crowned "Campus Hot ~ips '84."
The couple who ra1ses the most
money through the Kissin' Close-Up
Games will appear on the local Easter
Seals Telethon to present the check,
an~ also receive an all-expense paid
"Night on the Town." The top fund
· raising couple then will compete
against the top fund raising couples at
other participating colleges for the
grand prize, an all expense paid trip
to Hollywood, California, to appear
on the National Easter Seal Telethon,
March 31-April I. In addition, there
will be all sorts of prizes that can be
won by any of the participants which
include: a membership to Quail
Lakes; a membership to Gold's Gym;
. a dinner for two at Luigi Murphy's; a
free T'shirt for the first 50 entrants;
and Isuzu ski goggles, to name just a
few.

.
John Wayland, President and
Head Resident of SAE, says he feels
it will be a lot of fun for the par· ·
1
·
h
· •
tdJCfilp~tnlts; a sho. statmhg t at f1ths
e 1m e y wort 1t on t e part o t e
~ts considering ~e large rang_e of
pnzes they could wm. John .a~so has
arranged a party for ~1 participants,
to be held at SAE duectly 11fter the
contest.
To be eligible for the Feb. 10
c~n~est, couples must collect a
mm1mum donation of $15 . One of
the ~ntrants of th~ couple also is
reqwre~ to ?e a registered student. of
the Umverstty. Entry forms, wh1ch
must be returned and signed, can be
obtained in Callison or Grace Covell
from 4:00-6:30 pm. If you do not
h~v~ ~y desire to participate in "T~e
Kissm <;lose-Up Games," you st1ll
are cordially invited as a spectator,
although there will be a 50 cent to
$1.00 door charge, which of course
will also go to National Easter Seals.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Feature Pretenders
Update
Frolic tickets
Band Frolic tickets go on
sale for the general public beginning Feb. 6 from llam - 3pm, at
the Conservatory Box Office.
Band Frolic will be held on Feb. 24
and 25 in the Conservatory with a
7:00pm curtain time. Tickets for
this event go fast so get yours as
~oon ~~~ p0c;sible. For more information call946-2418.

Free seminar
Gluskin's Camera Corner is
conducting another free seminar
on Thrusday evening, Feb. 16,
from 7:30 to 9:30 pm at the store,
which is located at 2110 Pacific
Avenue.· The program is entitled
"Minolta Video", and will be
conducted by Minolta technical
representative, Jim Hettinger.

Music clinic

~cr.awl' to Spanos Center wit~~~~~~~.~.!h.~as~~u

songwnter tor The Pretenders,
decided she was through with her
boring life in Ohio and left home for
England. She chose England because
this country has proven to be a much
easier place for rock bands to break
ground. After meeting drummer
Martin Chambers, The Pretenders
were formed. James Honeyman-Scott
and Pete Farndon joined in at guitar
and bass and the band was completed. They were successful almost
immediately.
In 1980, The Pretenders
released their first album, and it
The Pretenders
became an instant hit. The song
Learning To Crawl
"Brass in Pocket" stormed the charts,
Sire
The album, as well as the song,
also became a huge success in the US.
Chrissie Hynde's dream was rapidly
February 26 will be a very
special day at UOP. As we all know, becoming a reality; she was a star!
The Pretenders will play at the After the first album, they released
Spanos Center. What makes this con- Extended Play, an experimental
cert so special is the fact that the· album containing only four songs,
band will be touring again, after two some re-released and some live. Shortof its original members died and had ly after, they released another big hit
record, called Pretenders n. This
to be replaced. This tour will be a
album contained their famous song
promotional gour for their new
"Precious." It only took The Pretenalbum Learning to Crawl.
ln the late seventies, Chrissie ders two albums to establish themselves as
Hynde, lead singer and main one of the best new wave bands of the

Deluca

mesmeri~es

eighties.
introduces a new hi~. "Mlddde f the
Then tragedy struck. In early
Road." From the frrst so.un ~~ the
1983, James Honeyman-Scott died of album all the way to tts. e ' of
a drug overdose. A few days before,
energy level reminds the hstene~ers
Pete Farndon had quit the band, due the old Pretenders. ~e ~~ ~;s~ on
to musical differences between him of the band, Robb,le
cn
b s
and Chrissie Hynde. Months after he guitar and Malcolm ~tte~ °For :~e
1
quit the band, Pete Farndon also died make a great job of fl mg ~ . cris
of a drug overdose. Finally Chrissie departed members. The music lS T:e
Hynde gave birth to a baby girl; and the beat is full. of energy·
product of her romance with Ray record makes the hsten~r want to
Davies, lead singer for the famous
dance to it almost immedi~tely · ttn~,
British rock band, The Kinks.
Chrissie Hynde does~ t hf~s us~~
Everyone thought that this series of deliveri~~ th~ potent vdoclb s s e Learevents would mark the end for The
to prov1dmg m t~e o1 a ums .f 11 of
1
Pretenders.
ning to Crawl lS ban abHumde'~ perNevertheless, Chrissie Hynde messa~es, mostly a out yn
proved everyone wrong.She got sonal hfe
together with Martin Chambers, the
In "Back on the Chain Gang,"
drummer and only sorviving male of she talks about "the happiest days of
the original band. She wrote two
our lives" and being "back on the
songs, "Back on the Chain Gang"
fight," this of course referring to her
and "My City was Gone," and
recorded them with the help of studio
musicians. The first song was an
automatic smash hit, and the other
one became popular as well. The
Pretenders were definitely back in
business.
:l.ellnq To OIMt includes tre two
above mention~d songs, and it also
0

1

then starting with a new
"Middle of the Road," the
best provided by the line "can't
see I'm not the kind I used to be ·
thirty-three." Here Hynde tetis
about coping with middle
Overall, every song on this
carries an intimate and
message. And every song is
anied by a good beat which he!
~he mood of the song.
PS
Overall, Learning to Crawl ·
excellent album, which makes~
excellent comeback album for
Pretenders. And knowing
. Chrissie Hynde's explosive
stage, The Pretenders' show at
b
b
promis~s to e a su_per evening
of music and dancmg. (courtesy
Tower Records)
Ch . .

nstcan

Screen po(trayal
of Silkwood's life
breeds litt·le interest

campus

Approximately 2,000 select
frustrating circle of asking
high ~chool music students will
By Dawn Polvorosa
receiving threats, finding answers
perform ill concert at the
Here again for his fourth apasking more questions.
t:ntertainment Editor
pearance is Tom DeLuca. ASUOP
conclusion of the 33rd Annual
Paciflt ~~u~ic 1.. Ionic
The round-about plot would
Social proudly presents HypThe Saturday, Feb. 11, event
fine if only the audience was ·
notist/Comedian Tom DeLuca at the
Silkwood is a chronological
at the l.Jnlver~ll)' ul the Pacific
Long Theatre, Thursday, February 9,
terested enough in the character.
presentation of the life of Karen
brings together a~.:complished . 1984, 8:00pm.
film shows us some of Karen
Silkwood. The subject matter of the
Rlusic students from California,
· "One of the most requested acts
movie · was boring, the only wood's background but not
Nevada and Oregon. They practice
on college campuses today'' is here
remarkable event of Ms. Silkwood's to care about. Part of the
during the day in band, chorus and
again with a show that stands in a
to Silkwood is the obvious
life
was
her
death.
orchestra and then perform at a
class by itself, Tom DeLuca draws
Even if the viewer is not
Director, Mike Nichols uses the
7:30 pm public concert in the
upon his BA in Communication and
aware of Karen's death, the
renowned acting prowess of Meryl
Spanos Center.
Psychology from University of
does not hide the inevitability of it.
Streep in the lead role. Kurt Russell,
Admission to the concert will
Miami, his Masters Degree in
viewer does not want to involve
as DI:ew, and Cher, as Dolly, back up
be $I :so per person, and tickets
Psychology from Sangomon State
selves in a hopeless cause. The
Streep's performance. The acting in
will be available at the door or in
University and years of experience as
portrayal of Silkwood's life
this movie cannot be faulted, even
advance (after Feb. 6) at the Cona clinical hypnotherapist, Tom
does not breed enough
Cher gave a suprisingly good perforservatory of Music office.
DeLuca structures his shows to
(courtesy of the Sherwood
mance.
amuse, entertain and educate any
Theatre) .
.._,WI.
The life of Karen Silkwood is
type of audience. His educational
~mly interesting because, as a worker
background separates the quality of
m a plutonium factory, she was conhis show from that of an ordinary
Open auditions for new roles
tinually harassed. Silkwood asks the
stage hypnotist. He is a dedicated
on the hit syndicated series,
same
questions which come to
in
performing
only
the
believer
"Fame," will be held on Saturday,
INTERNATIONAl
everyone's mind. At first she accepts
aesthetic, innovative and nonFeb. II, 9 am to 5 pm, at MOM
the meager answers but then she
commercial aspects of his comic art.
Studios in Culver City.
CAREER?
generates her own answers. The subDeLuca is the only personality to
Executive producer William
Tom DeLuca will hypnotize your funny bone Feb. 9.
ject of the story revolves around a
be successful in blending comic
Blinn is looking for "strong male
parody with the art of hypnosis. He
and female actors who look like
vo~ntee~
rememb~
nothing~~~~~~~~D~=~~~~~~~=~~~~~S~-----~4~ll~N~
_ ~Hun t~er ~S~tr-~~~-----chooses as many as 15 volunteers
high school students, with a special
1R
although
some
of
his
past
subjects
WJD~'Q
V
Stocklon,
Cdhforma
95202
from the audience to which he places
ability, i.e., sing, dance and/or
have
described
"feeling
under
hypnosis
to
simultaneously
play musical instruments.''
heavy ... strange feelings in their - ~_QJ..'-,1___
f_R I
SA'I
show graphic and humorous proof of
ln order to be considered, apTUE ..
WED
THU
A representative
stomachs ... unpleasant. .. and great."
the power of the mind. His complicants must be legally 18 by July
w
i
II
be on the campus
Don't miss your chance to exFEBRUARY 1984
; 1ROB HANN1l
bination of ESP and hypnosis has
I, 1984.
WEDNESDAY,
perience
the
uniqueness
and
fun
of
produced one of the most unique and
~h
MARCH 21, 1984
C A P T UR E D
Tom's show. He's sure to produce a ANNIVERSARY PARTY- popular shows today.
FEB.
20:th
:thttu.
25:th
1.o:t
066e.~
spectacular
psychic
show
using
DeLuca takes his subjects on a
to discuss qualifications for
i
·comedy as his foundation with no
The spring tour by the A Capwild ride through various experiences
advanced study at
EDDIE i
gimmicks, no fakery ... you can trust
pella Choir at University of the
as a fascinated crowd roars with
AMERICAN
Pacific is planned for next month.
amazement. Afterward. most of the · Tom to deliver the real thing.
ELEVATORS
and I '
GRADUATE SCHOOL
T
R
A
M
P
z
THE TIDE
Dr. William Dehning will direct
and job opportunities
~ -f..--- - - -4 - - -- - - - ·- ·1
the 42-voice ensemble in a varied
in the field of
program at selected California and
INTfRNATIONAl
MJII.N~.UUIIO,.
JAMES
Nevada locations.
I.U
BROKEN
BLONDE
ConcPrls are planned for
S T RAY HEART
:i
TOYS
,
Su11day, f, b. 5, at the First United
Great, Good, Terrific
Interviews may be scheduled
8 +------- 1 - - - - ---+----I- IV' -!thodist Church in Santa Rosa;
CAREER PLANNING
Above Average
Munday, Feb. 6, at San Rafael
AND PLACEMENT
I
i
ANDERSON HALL
High School; Tuesday, Feb. 7, at
Average
~
BAY RUM
' PEGASUS
the Lafayette-Orinda Presbyterian
Not Very Good
(ANNtVERSARY PAfTY ALL WEEr LON_G!!!) . Church; Wednesday, Feb. 8, at
AMERICAN GRADUATE
Clovis Methodist Church; ThurWhy was this ever made?
OF INTERNATIONAL MAIWAII''"'
~ I
f
PLUS , LADIES NITE" EVERY
day, Feb. 9, at the First United
Thunderbird Cemput
~ :
SATURDAY--NO COVER FOR
Methodist Church in Porterville,
Glendele,
Arizonl 85300
and Friday, Feb. 10, at the First
~ ~ET~r
J~VIES w.Uh 90~ WELL DRINKS
United Methodist Church in Reno. r.~~~~)QIIK'~~:~•a.c;•. :~a•2-:I•L.®Jitf(
All of the performances will
begin at 7:30 pm except Porter- 8Th~ Bech~el International Ce~ter i~ looking for individuals or groups to display cultural
ville, which will start at 8 pm. The ~artifacts m our showcases th1aapnng. If you are interested please contact Beth Maid in
programs will be open to the public ~the Bechtel International Center at 946·2246.
without charge.

Open auditions
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Become part of the Hughes tradition of
lechnolog•cal firsts, if your degree is in:
Electrical, Mechanical, Manufacturing
or Industrial Engineering, Computer
Science, Physics, Electronics Te()hnology.
Requirements may vary. Check with your
placement office about Hughe~· company-wide
opportumties at any one of 12 Southern California
locations and Tucson, Arizona.
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CAMPUS
PHARM,ACY
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Or contact Hughes Corporate College Relations.
Dept. NC, Bldg. C2/B178, P 0. Box 1042
El Segundo, CA 90245.
'

Hughes representatives will be on campus

March 1

L

946-2411 .751 Brookside Road
Charge Accounts

in the Pharmacy School
CAMPUS .

(Se.e your placement office for an appointment.)
Crtaling a nnu world wilh

tlulron~es
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An impress1ve lechnological journey began over
three decades ago at Hughes Aircraft Company .
Today with more !han 90 diverse lechnologies
rang~ng from sub'm1cron electronics to lnrge scale
syslems. you 'll find Hughes people forging new
d1scoverie~ . new futures.

~
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Revlon Cosmetics
On Sale!

PHARMAcY

Snacks & Candy

Equal Opportunity Employer
Proof of U.S. Citizenship Required
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At~.~~: c~c~~er stretches towards fitness
Staff Writer

rest

There is now an exercise clinic
near the UOP campus which provides
not only physical fitness programs
but also focuses on the preventiv;
aspects of health care. The Athletic
performance Center (located at 6315
pacific Avenue in Stockton) is a new
approach to the term "physical fitness."
The Athletic Performance Center
combines physical fitness, sports and
athletic fitness, and I?h~sical therapy
into a . pr<?g.ram that ts Just right for
every mdiVldual. The program is a
rigorous course which lets each person advance slowly into various
levels of a physical fitness workout.
Not only does the APC provide
people with weights (which are
specially designed and may be adjuste.d for every indivi?ual's abilities),
but tt also has aerob1cs classes, jazz
and tap classes, and jacuzzis.
Before actually beginning a
workout program at the APC, the instructors must first put each person
through a series of tests (which are
referred to as a screening) to decide
at what level that person belongs. This
screening takes about 1 Yz-2 weeks
beginning w!th a medical history of
the person m order to find out if
he/she has had any ailments or
serious problems which may prevent
him/her from being able to participate :
in the classes. Second, the person's I!
eating habit~ are discussed and a meal ;

u e IS set which must be
foll_owed in order to achieve the
d~slred goal. Finally~ each person is
g~v~l! an EKG to find out the strength
~ IS heart. After the screening has
een completed, the instructors
care_fully. go over all of the information ~nd place that person into the
lev~l whtch he/she best fits into. The
entire purpose of the APC is to
gradually work harder in order to advance to other levels.
Besides only e:cercise programs,
a full membershtp in the APC

provides diagnostic assessments of
physical fitness levels in a human performance lab, biomechanical analysis
of sport movement, stress assessment
and m~nagement, physiotherapy
evaluation--posture, counseling,
medical rehabilitation, diet analysis,
cor~mary artery disease risk appratsal, and individualized fitness
programs. Every member is also entitled to V2 hour of free legal consultation every four months free
child care, lockers and spa, a ~atural
food bar (from which one may order

sandwiches, juices, fruit, and nuts},
and many specialty classes.
The prices to join the APC for a
year range from $420 (a 12-month
payment agreement with a down
payment) to $350 (a cash-lump sum
payment) to $39/month (no down
payment).
This fee includes
unlimited use of equipment and
unlimited aerobics and dance classes,
plus all of the other benefits
previously mentioned. Besides the
annual rate, the APC offers a limited,
6-month rate and rates for famili<"~.

Hey girlie, is that a bird on your shoulder, or are you just happy to see me?

See you at the movies
By John McCormack
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passed a law ruling that home taping
off television airways is not, in effect,
theft of a TV producer's property.
"When I was a freshman,"
Unfortunately however, this new law
recalled Charlie, "I remember tile
has nothing to do with the reUniversity Center Lounge would
establishment of the video-library
show a movie almost every night on
that was once here at UOP. Sorry
their VCR. It was great fun. I wonCharlie.
der if they'll start showing movies
"But what about the videoagain, now that the Supreme Court
library? Grace Covell and Southpassed that video-taping law?"
west Hall have VCR', and they show
What law is this you ask? Well,
movies all the time. •'
on Tuesday, January 17, The
True Charlie; but in 1981 Jim
Supreme Court, by a 5-to-4 vote,
Paull, Director of the University Center, chose to eliminate the videoprogram due to a problem with
copyright laws. "In that year,"
stated Paull, "we received a
threatening letter concerning our
public performance of video cassettes. After careful consideration of
the matter, I concluded that we were
Gala in their budget, at $16.00 per
couple, $12.00 for a single and $17.50 violating a copyright law.' •
for everyone at the door, COPA will
"And what copyright law is this?"
most likely experience a loss or break
I asked in defense of Charlie. Well,
even since the dinner/dance is costing under the definition of public perbetween $9,000.00 and $10,000.00 to
formance in the Copyright Act, it is
fund. When asked why COPA not allowable to perform a cassette
decided to sponsor such an expensive that is open to the public or any other
event, Swenson relayed that COPA place where a substantial number of
simply wants to have activities for the persons exceeds the normal gathering
of a family group. In other words, no
students to enjoy.
Only COP students received in- more movies for general pu.blic
vitations, but the dance is open to all viewing.
"That's too bad," moaned
UOP students, their dates and anyone
Charlie. "We used to get all freaked
they wish to invite.
The Valentine's Gala presents an . out and stuff, and watch movies there
excellent opportunity to make a whenever we wanted to. Heck,
change of pace in the typical routine sometimes there were two or three
students tend to get caught up in. To hundred people crammed in there to
get more information about this en- watch one movie. Whatever hapjoyable evening or to purchase pened to the good ol' days?"
Hey Charlie: don't get too
tickets, visit the COPA office at 107
bummed out, you can still watch the
Bannister Hall.
student productions of Band Frolic.
At least there are no copyrights on
those tapes.
"itafi'WriiN

On Tuesday, Feb. 7th, Luigi Murphy's
will be honoring the ARCHANIA
FRATERNITY
along with the DELTA GAMMA
SORORITY,
with a PRIVATE HAPPY HOUR
PARTY!
The fun lasts from 7:00-10:00 pm with lots
of FREE HOR D'OEUVRE, HAPPY
HOUR PRICES, and a PRIVATE PARTY
ROOM (overlooking the lake). So grab
your .fraternity brothers and sor~rity
sisters, and relieve your rush .week tensions
now at Luigi's Tuesday, Feb. 7th, 7:00
-10:00 pm

On February 11, 1984, you can
experience the beginning of a
tradition at UOP. On Saturday, at
the Stockton Hilton, the College of
the Pacific Student Association is
sponsoring the Second Annual Valentine's Gala. This Gala inclu(les a sitdown dinner at 8:00pm and dancing
to the tunes of High Tide from 9:00
pm to 1:00am.
Out of the approximately 1,550
students enrolled in the College of the
Pacific·, 325 are expected to attend,
only 20 more persons than last year.
Semi-formal attire is suggested,
however, COPA's President, Eric
Swenson adds, "You can wear a tux
if you want to."
Even though COPA accounted
for $3,000.00 toward the Valentine's

Any Pizza
Any Time

.No Coupon Needed
JustShow
Student 1.0.
COMPARE

16" Cheese $4,25
24"Pepperoai$8.37
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Feature.
Update
Pippin at UOP
The UOP Drama Department
Box Office is now open for ticket
sales to its third production of the
1983-84 season, Pippin, by
Stephen Schwartz.
·
Pippin will play on two
weekends in February: the 9t~
lOth and lith, and then the 16th,
17th and 18th. All performances
start at 8:00 pm. General admission for the Studio Theatte performances is $6 with a special
Student, Staff, Senior Citizen rate
of $3. Special group rates for
general admission patrons is
available. For ticket information
or reservations, please call 9462118.

Volunteers Needed
UOP students who would like
to volunteer to help with the
presentation of the 33rd annual
Pacific Music Clinic on Saturday,
Feb. ll, are asked to contact Dr.
Dave Goedecke at 946-2416 or the
Conservatory Office. Help is
needed on Friday afternoon and
evening, Feb. lOth, and all day
Feb. lith. There is a small cash
award and an "All You Can Eat"
Pizza Party for those who sign up
to help. No knowledge of music is
ncccssary ... just hard work.

Students. get in shape close to
By Will Wino
Staff Writer

During the past week all of you
Pacificans have been working out,
right? What? You've been partying
again? For shame Pacificans! It's
painfully obvious that more fitness
suggestions are in order.
If getting away from campus is
no problem, there are four excellent
facilities all within three miles of
campus. All of which offer special
deals to UOP students.
Perhaps closest to campus is
West Lane Racquet Club (located on
1074 E. Bianchi). West Lane has excellent facilities, some of which include: 13 tennis courts (four indoor),
11 racquetball courts, a nautilus
equipped weight room, an olympic
size pool and of course a jacuzzi spa.
Another nice feature at West Lane is
their bar where they allow you to run
up a $70 bar tab! West Lane offers
UOP students a three month membership for $75.
A little farther down the road
you'll find Crystal Springs Health
World (1212 E. Hammer Ln.). At
Crystal Springs, aerobics classes meet
four times a day and once on Sunday.
They also have a large weight room

equipped
with
Nautilus-type
machines and also free weights. One
nice feature (unless it rains) is a track
located on the building's roof. They
also have a health food and juice bar.
Crystal Springs offers to UOP
students a monthly rate of $20.
Just down Pacific is Gold's Gym
(6239 Pacific Ave.). The} too have
aerobics classes which meet thr('e
times a day, Monday through Friday
and once on Saturday. Their weight
room is equipped with nautilus-like
weights and also a free weight area.
Gold's Gym manager Gene Moreland
stated that approximately 225 students
(UOP and Delta) use their
facilities. Student rates are $99 for
one year or $75 for six months.
Finally, on March Lane is Quail
Lakes Athletic Club (2303 W. March
Lane). Quail Lakes has racquetball
courts, an mdoor pool and jacuzzi, a
nautilus equipped weight room and
bar. Quail Lakes' student deal is a
$50 initiation fee, then $34 or $40
per month depending if you play
racquetball or not.
There you have it. Fitness can be
achieved on or off campus, and it can
also be achieved on weekends or in
the evenings if school is a problem.

Abacus Oasses
Offered
The Office of Lifelong Learning will be offering classes in
Abacus Arithmetic, every Monday
night from February 6-April 9,
from 7:00-9:00 pm.
Registration deadline and the
$35.00 fee (which includes the
abacus) is February 4.
Interested students should
contact the Office of Lifelong
Le~rning at ~46-2424.

.JQBSEARCH
Counterperson - Pizza Parlor.
3.35 r h ., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
I or 5 nours. Need own transportation. Must be 24 or older.
Salesperson. Salary, commission and gas allowances,
nexible 3 hours per day. Some
sales experience-Marketing Major.
House cleaning. 15.00 r h.
Once a week-own transportation
Lincoln Village West area.
Cashier -Snack bar attenc ant.
$3.35 eves. and weekends.
Maintenance person. $3.50
r h, 16 hours Mon. and Tues.,
~<tt., and Sun. 2-6 p.m.
Some
janitorial work and light maintenance.
For a variety of jobs, part
time and temporary, please check
the Student Placement Office.
\..Phone - 946-2451.

Fitness at UOP can be achieved in a number of ways, such as weight lifting as pictured above.

More Pacific students obtain a. taste
o:f life on various other continents
.

... Beverly Newman -

Dr. Cort Smith speaks at World on Wednesday.

Explore Hemingway's Europe
By John McCormack
Staff Writer

1

"Hemingway's France and
Spain," a 22-day trip from June 30 to
July 21, will be conducted by Dr.
Arlen J. Hansen, Professor of
English.
The trip is intended "for those
students, teachers and any others
who are interested in exploring
regions central to Hemingway's
writings and life," according to Hansen. Only 10-15 persons may participate in the activity.
For students wishing to earn four
units of course credit, the minimum
requirements are a reading list and
an eight to ten page paper before the
departure date. Also required is a
detailed, analytical journal to be turned in as participants board the flight
home.
Highlights of the trip include a

four day stay in Paris, France, the
festival of San Fermin in Pamplona,
where the bulls run through the
streets in the early mornings, and a
general tour of France and Spain,
visiting museums, studios, and
historical sites.
The total cost of the trip including all travel, all hotel accomodations, breakfasts, tips, service
fees, and supplements is approximately $2,200. According to
Hansen, " We're trying to get it under
$2,000."
Any student or faculty member
interested should contact Dr. Hansen
in 206b, Knoles Hall, or Durlynn
Anema, located in the Office of
Lifelong Learning, Knoles Hall, 214
as soon as possible.
'

Staff Writer

In the past twelve months the
study abroad program at UOP has
growri quite extensively. The growth
of the program is highly due to
popular demand. More students are
interested in going abroad to a greater
number of places. There are many
benefits offered to students by the
program and these benefits are now
being recognized.
One big boost to the popularity
of the program is the availability of
UOP scholarships. Previously any
scholarships given to a student by the
University was not available during
any semester abroad. This spring was
the first semester that students could
use their scholarships during a
semester abroad.
Another draw to the program is
the World on Wednesday series. The
series, held in the Bechtel Inter-
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national Center, has brought a great
deal of attention to the existence and
availability of the study abroad
program. Not only does the series
bring students to the Bechtel Center,
the operation headquarters of the international program, but it also interests the students in the world outside ofUOP.
The greatest draw to the
program is simply the publicity given
the program by the students that have
returned from a semester abroad. It is
agreed among all the returned students that the semester abroad provided
an experience and an education that
could not have been gained in any
other way. The praise of these students has sparked the interest of many of

their peers. Thfs interest has k ••••.-.'l.\1"
nu,merous stutlc!t'l't s to' the
Cort Smith, the man in charge
international program.
The study abroad program
has thirty-five students all across
world. The program, with the
creased number of students has
expanded the number of
available to study. This
example, there are three UOP
ts studying in Kenya. Other
are available in Italy, France,
and many others. The study
program offers the students of
an experience that can be gained
other way. This program truly
ves all the praise that has
such popularity in the
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Tigers sputter, team hits·the road
By Dave Rosselli

UOP will take off on a threesame road trip against Utah St
Monday night, UC Santa Barbar~
(Feb. ?> and Fullerton St. (Feb. 11)
The T1gers will then return home t~
battle sixth rated UNLv and finish up
the. homestand on February 20th
agamst. UC Irvine. The Tigers
cumulative record now stands at 2-18.

Sports Editor

The puzzling saga of the Pacific
men's Basketball team continued this
past week as the Tigers displayed one
of their best performances against
New Mexico St. . in a losing cause
Saturday, followmg an emotionless
yawner two days earlier against Long
Beach St.
Notes
The Tigers playing flat and slopPY in front of 1,500 at the Spanos
center last Thursday night were FRESHMEN RIEBEL AND PEPPLE
COMING ON: UOP freshmen jeff Riebel and
buried by Long Beach St. 88-68.
Kyle Pepple have come on Yery well of
!.Jowever, Pacific managed to pull
...Rlebel bas started tbe last two aames for
things together in 48 hours and the late
tbe Tlaen and responded wltb 12 and a career
excitement and emotion which was blab l4 polns, respectively ...He was 11 of 16
lacking against Long Beach was very vs. New Mexico State and could be the zoneevident against the Aggies Saturday.
breaker Tom O'Neill bas been looklna
pacific, although on the short end of for •••Pepple's Pretence bas been felt In tbe
the stick at the final buzzer (75-69) assist department...Aaalnst Lona Beach State,
had to c?~te~d ~ith possibly the be dealt out l l assists to set a new UOP freshworst off1c1atmg m a sin~le 12:ame man record (fell one abort of Leonard Arin the PCAA this year.
mato's school-record 13)... Aaalnst New
Pacific who battled with Fresno Mexico State,_be dealt out six and now leads
St. (score unavailable at press time) is the team In assists with 731n lO aames...
still looking to pick up their third vic- INJURY REPORT: Senior forward Graham
tory of the season. At the current Taylor was under the weather early last week
pace the Tigers will end up with the with tbe flu •••He was able to play In the Long
worst men's Basketball record in Beach and New Mexico State aame •••
UOP history.
TURNOVERS DOWN: If there Is one area
The most noted improvement where the Tlaen have displayed drastic Imand bright spot on the squad this year provement It would be the turnover depar·
tment ••• At one point In the season, the Tlgen
is freshman Jeff Riebel who scored a
career high 24 points against the were nearing the 20-per aame mark...Tbe
Aggies Saturday night. Riebel started Tlgen bad only 12 tnmoven vs. Long Beach
in front of Rich Anema (13.3, 15.8 in State and 8 vs. New Mexico State ...The Tlgen
have 359 on the season wblcb averages out to
PCAA) in the loss to New Mexico St. ' 17.9
per aame...
Anema is the Tiger's leading scorer
through 20 games and head coach OPPONENTS DOING WELL AT FOUL
Tom O'Neill has been questioned LINE: Tile opponents have taken advantaae of
the foul line this year...Tbe Tlaen have made
abOut his benching of Anema.
"We felt we had to go with our only 398 trips to the foul strip cmpared to the
quickest line-up against New Mexico opponents 530...Tbe opposition bas outscored
the Tlgen 363·259 overall and 181-99 In conSt. and the five that started happened ference
play...
to be the quickest,'' said O'Neill.

Sports Editor

Search for 'A D begins

ft.'.

two against New .Mexico State.

Lady Tigers· lose 5th and 6th straight
people, instead of being a little bit
hesitant,'' commented Hickey.
The Tiger's upswing in attitude is
probably a result of their second half
heroics in an attempt to comeback
from a 23-point deficit midway
through the final half and nearly
knock-off the defending NorPac ·
champions.
The Lady Tigers hope their
newly achieved attitude will foll~w
them to Washington this weekend, as
they'll face the Huskies of UW on
Thursday, and will meet the
Washington State Cougars at noon
on Saturday afternoon.
The UOP road trip will conclude
on Wednesday when they'll travel to
Santa Clara, before returning to the
Main Campus Gym on Saturday the
11th to meet the University of San
Francisco at 7:30pm.

Staff Writer

UOP vs. Oregon State
Saturday, January 28th
In the first half, both teams ran
the ball up and down the court at a

quick, exciting tempo, as the Tigers
played neck-and-neck with the
Beavers, despite giving up a gradual
10 point, 45-35, OSU lead at the half.
In the second period, UOP
began like they had the night before,
they committed several turnovers and
Oregon State suddenly had taken a
23-point lead.
The Lady Tigers didn't quit,
however, and with 7:50 remaining,
the ladies cut it to 16. The surge continued, and with the Lady Tigers in a
full-court press, they cut the Beaver
lead to ten with just under 2:00 to
play. With UOP playing under
Hickey's "never say die" attitude,
the Lady Tigers ran and scrapped up
and down both ends of the court to
close within four with about a minute
remaining. UOP needed the ball
back, though, and had to resort to
fouling. It was simply a case of just
too little, too lat~, as the Beavers used
the foul line to their advantage and
went up- by nine, 90-81, as the buzzer
sounded.
"It takes us too long to get back

into the flow of the game in the
second half, and it shouldn't take us
so long. We came back and we played
hard, we played good, I was very
proud of 'em. Even though we lost, i
still felt good about the game," stated
Hickey.
She added, "It shows a lot of
character for our team to be able to
handle getting beat by thirty, and
then to come back and almost beat
th.e league champion."
UOP vs. Oregon
Friday, January 27th
Just as they would do a night
later against Oregon State, the Tigers
played well in the first half, shooting
nearly 500Jo, but with the Ducks 53%
from the field and twice as many opportunities from the charity stripe,
the Lady Tigers fell behind, 40-30 at
the half.
·
However, the second half spelled
disaster for the Tigers as they "just
let go, basically," stated the Tiger
mentor.
The main difference in the
second stanza was the Tigers' 11-40
shooting, while the Ducks hit 16-34.
Overall, UOP shot only 35% from
the field, while Oregon hit on SO% of
their shots.
Hickey added, "We played real
hard, but we just couldn't get the ball
in the hole.''
Notes:
··After 17aames, Janet Whitney Is the team's
leading scorer with a 16.1 anrage, while Joy
Dana Is second with a 14.8 per aame averaae,
Jane Rombera Is next with 12.S.
•• Despite six straight losses, the Tlgen still
bold a 75.1 team scoring average compared to
73.0 for their opponents.
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Rosselli Ra_ps
By Dave Rosselli

UOP's Andy Franklin shoots

By Kevin Messenger

SPORTS
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Normally $350 Now-,$250 .imt/1 Feb. 15
Fee includes:
- Eye Examination
-Contact Lens Fitting
·-One Pair of Extended Wear Contacts
- Starter Kit
- Handling and Care Instructions
-Follow-up Care For 6 Months

Doctors of Optometry

With the resignation of Athletic Director Elkin "Ike" Isaac the
University of the Pacific's Athletic Department is presently going
through an extremely important transitional period that will play a
.
.
pivotal role in the future of the Department.
Isaac's who resigned in December due to health reasons, left behind
him a number of question marks. The first and foremost is the status of
the Pacific football program. Despite continual financial losses the
program has been given the OK to operate at the Division I level. Apparently the Athletic Advisory Board chaired by Dr. Don Duns, recommended to the President that the program remain at the Division I level.
I'm sure the board feels as I do that if anyone is ever going to pull the
program out of the trenches, Bob Cope will be the one. However, if Cope
is unsuccessful the program may as well pack its bags and head for the
hills. This entire subject, although stable for the time being, is still a ·
problem the new Athletic Director will be faced with in the future.
While in office, Isaac made one of his better decisions by deciding to
drop the woman's volleyball program out of the NorPac conference for
financial reasons. The only problem is that Isaac resigned before he
could formulate a new league. This is one decision that the new Director
will be responsible for if acting AD Tom Stubbs doesn't make.
The appointment of a new mentor for the men's soccer team is
another area that is still in question. Will it be Jeff Smyth? Jeff is supposedly the man who has been around and knows the system, or will it be
an outsider, someone who is hired solely for their experience and
knowledge of the game, not for their connections within the Department.
President McCaffrey is no doubt attempting to express his backing
and confidence in the Department which is evident with the recent addition of two volleyball scholarships and five football scholarships last
week.
If the Department is indeed going to continue to be successful, the
University will have to make a careful selection on the successor to Isaac.
This particular position is of dual nature which encompasses not only the
Directorship but also Chairman of the entire physical education deparThis is a fixture that is obviously of extreme importance to the operation
ofthe Department.
Since Ike's departure the University has established a search committee which is chaired by Dr. Bob Winterberg. The comhlittee's responsibility is to establish criteria for the job, set deadlines for applications
and review all completed applications. After one meeting the committee
has established the following criteria for the position. (1) The applicant
should have an earned Doctorate degree or its equivalent--based on the
nature of the job 50% Director and 50% Chairman (2) Faculty experience (3) Coaching experience--understanding the problems that coaches
face when dealing with athletics (4) Administrative experience (5) Funraising experience (6) Community support (7) Someone who partak~s in
their own professional organization (8) Experience in college or uruversity setting--since it is a dual appomtment 1t 1s 1mperauve maL llle uuector feel comfortable in a college setting (9) Publication work (10) Com- munity involvement.
The big question facing the committee is whether the university is
looking to restructure the program. Most of the decisions directly effecting the department are handled by the Athletic Advisory Committee,
however, Dr. Winterberg shared his viewpoint.
"Who's to say, we would assume probably as we begin work on our
committee that the program will kind of continue on the same level.
However, that might not be true because the Athletic Committee may
make a recommendation."
This recommendation might be one, for example, to change the interdepartmental format. However, Dr. Winterberg gave no indication
that the University might be looking to bolster the program financially.
"I do not personally anticipate the University putting more money
into the program," he said. "In fact all of our work in the advisory
committee is to determine what limitations shoq,ld be made. We are
discussing how the program can encourage people from the outside to
support the University."
' Within the next couple of months the university of the Pacific will
have one more employee on the payroll and the Athletic Department will
have yet another Director. It's obvious that the department needs
someone who is stern and can handle pressure from both the media and
the University community. It's going to be a difficult task to find
someone who fills all of the qualifications the committee has designed,
especially considering the financial limitations. Chairman of the search
committee Bob Winterberg is hopeful it can be done.
"We need someone that can gain the confidence of the entire community, can also have the ability to gain community support and be an
Academic scholar in that he can lead the Academic aspect of the
operation. It may be a difficult task, but we are going to have to do it,
the U iversity needs it."
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If you're within 18 months of graduation, AIM
HIGH, and give us a call.
Contact: SSgt. Wayne Mabry
(916) 635·9618 collect
Interested underclatamen contact
ROTC at 454-7315

Stephen L. Pollack, O.D.
DaVI.d J • Benkle, O •D •

1701 W. March Lane

A 1ren way ollife.

951-2020
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SPORTS
Bears attack Pacific

By Karen Leong

The men's swim team faced formidable opponents when they swam
against UC Berkeley last Saturday
and were defeated 73 to 21.
The Bears began their assault on
Pacific by sweeping the 400 medley
relay event with their first place 'B'
team finishing in a 3:31.4. They went
on to defeat the Tigers with exceptional wins including a 1-2 sweep in
the 50 freestyle, 400 individual
medley and 200 butterfly. Cal's outsta!tding freestyler, Tim Hoskins.
won the 100 freestyle in a 47 .84, and
placed second to Pacific's Dave
Daniels in the 200 free. Cal's Craig .!
Marble had a solid victory in the 200 ;
butterfly, swimming a 1:54.81, as did !
Kyle Dickson in the 400 individual :!
medley with a 4:13.58.
c5
Cal, which is currently ranked ~
fifth in the Division I, is a strong contender for the PCAA's. They have a ::
membership of 26 swimmers and are
trained by coach Nort Thornton.
Pacific's strongest finishers
against Berkeley included seniors
Dave Daniels and Scott Adams.
Daniels, who defeated Cal's Hoskins
with a 1:43.14 in the 200 freestyle,
secured Pacific's only other first
place in the 500 freestyle with a
4:40.08. Teammate Scott Adams captured a second place in the 200
breastroke (2: 14.48) between Cal's
Ruffner and Marble.
Other notable swims by Tigers
were Ray Johnson's third in the 50
free (22.23), Craig Hope's fourth in
th~ 400 i.m. (4: 19.62), Ted Martinez's
third in the 200 butterfly (2:01.78),
and Bill Johanson's fourth in the 200
fly (2:05.4).
As the season comes closer to its
end, coach Dennis Nugent is still optimistic. He believes that there are a
few quality swimmers who may do
exceptionally well in the meets yet to
come. There are definite goals for the
team, as well as the individual's, and
as Coach Nugent says, "The team
and each individual's goal is to train
hard and swim as fast as they can at
the PCAA championship.''
The now 3-3 Tigers will have two
more dual meets prior to the PCAA's
in Long Beach during March:
Hayward State, followed by Cal
Poly.

The University of the P<tcific
baseball team opened its season last
week with three wins over UC Davis
followed by a loss on Wednesday at
the hands of UC Berkeley. The
Tigers will put their 3-l record on the
line this weekend in a 4-game series
with UC Santa Barbara at UCSB.
Next week, the Tigers will travel to
Sacramento State on Tuesday and the
University of San Francisco on
Friday. They'll return home to Billy
Hebert Field a week from tomorrow
when they'll face USF in a
doubleheader to conclude the 3-game
seried. The twinbill will begin at
12:00 noon at Billy Hebert, one mile
east of campus on Alpine Dr.

UOPvs. Cal
Wednesday, February 1st

i

Players of the week"
After leading their teams to
conference victories over the same
two opponents last week, UC Irvine center Tod Murphy and UN
Las Vegas center Richi Adams
have been seiected as Pacific
southwest Airlines-Pacific Coast
Athletic Association Co-Playersof-the-Week.
Murhy, a 6-9!12, 210-pound
sophomore from Lak&wood, CA,
was the leading scorer and rebounder in last week's victories over
Fullerton State and UC Santa Barbara.
Adams, a 6-9, 225-pound
junior from New York, N'(.
~

r .........
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UOP swimmer Craig Hope in last Saturday's meet against Berkeley.

By Elton Engstrom
Staff Writer

The Lady Tigers came off the
toughest roadtrip they will play this
year with satisfactory results. The
Tigers opened the season up Friday
against USC, the defending national
champion, which saw them bow to
the always tough Trojans. The 8-1
loss to the currently 4th ranked team
in the country was highlighted by the
victory of Annette Ward, in getting
by Carol Heymen, 6-2, 7-6. This
marked the first time UOP has won a
match against a team ranked in the
top ten. "There was some matches
that could have gone either way, but
overall I thought we did pretty respectable," remarked coach Gordon
Graham.
On Saturday, the Tigers took the
court against number eleven ranked
Pepperdine and again came out on
the short end by the same score, 8-1.
The match the tigers were able to win
came from the strings of Paige
Jackson, who defeated Marisa Sanches, in the number four singles, 2-6,
7-5,7-6.
The Tigers picked up their first
victory of the year by knocking off
California State of Northridge, on
Monday. Matches were won by Trina
Lee, Eve Zimmerman, Annette
Ward, Karen Waterman, and Paige
Hodge. In addition, Jill Isaacs and
Jane Novatt both won exhibitions.
"This is the best team I've seen
as far as depth and experience since I
started as head coach six years ago,"
said coach Graham. his main goal
as head coach is to win 20 out of 30
matches and also to make a serious
bid for the number one spot in
PCAA. In addition, he feels convinced that the team will give everyone a
better fight, in and out of conference,
in comparison with other years.
Although he refuses to say anything
about getting into the top 20 in the
nation, he thinks the team will make a
significant jump in that direction.

OFFICE
For More Info Call

However, there are a few ob- . his main goal is, to get UOP in the
stacles which stand in the way of top five of the PCAA; the Tigers have
UOP having a good season. USC,
never accomplished that feat.
Pepperdine, Stanford, Harvard and
Alex Stamey, the team captam,
UC Berkeley are good examples. All
states that he feels one of th key matof which are ranked well within the
ches will be the opening one against
top 20 in the nation. "This year's
Fresno State. Moreover, he added
schedule is comparable to last year's
that if they do win, it will mean not
tough schedule," added Graham. having to qualify for the PCAA. In
Graham has indeed got the guns to
addition, he said that it would be a
surprise some people, for he only lost
great moral booster in getting the
one senior last year in losing Linda team out on the right foot. "This will
definitely be our toughest schedule in
Trelor.
Annette Ward, last year's team the school's existence, as far as I
captain, thinks this is definitely the
know."
toughest team she has seen in her four
Coach Kuntz is also pleased to be
years as a team member. Due in part able to host the PCAA conference
to more experience, depth, and inten- championships to be held May 4-6 at
sity on the part of the players. UOp and the West Lane Racquet
"During my four years here we have Club. It's held at UOP only once
claimed the number two spot in the
every ten years. ESPN has informed
PCAA, but it has been a stronger
. Kuntz that they might be willing
number two at the completion of each to cover the semi-final and final matyear.
ches.

The Men's Tennis Season begins
tomorrow
The men's tennis season is set to
begin tomorrow morning at 8:30am
against the tough Fresno State
Bulldogs, who are ranked 17th in the
nation. The Tigers will be looking for
the first ever win against Fresno. The
Tigers coming off their best year ever,
with a 12-8 overall record, are optimistic about the upcoming year.
The eight-man UOP roster has a
unique combination of juvenescence
and experience and includes: Bill
Durham Fr., James Layton Fr.,
Mark Sherwood Fr., Elliot Bloom
Soph., Mark Fairchilds Jr., Alex
Stamey Jr., Bob Gilkens Sr., and Ervin Mendel to round out the top
eight. First year coach, Greg Kuntz,
likes the overall chemistry of the
team, in particular the blend of youth
and experience. Coach Kuntz is optimistic and realistic about the upcoming season. He also added what

GRAND OPENING

WANTED
INFERTILITY

Cal made their presence known
early as three first inning singles
produced two runs and the Tiger's frrst
deficit of the young season.
Down 2-1 , the Tigers made their
move, a 4-run third inning. Brian

Tennis season begins

DONORS
FGR DOC f'ORS

By Kevin Messenger
Staff Writer

Staff Writer
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UOP vs. UC Davk

sacndficeT. ~ II~ ' t~nng left:
tiel er tm
o r?m
.
Davis sc.or~d smgle r~ns in
4th and 6th ~~~mgs to tnul S-~.
UOP put the tcmg on the cake tn
bottom h~lf of t~e. 6th when ~
Anderson s sacnf1ce fly to rig~
scored Jim McCahill to make it 6-2,
Darrell Van Ror went th~ dis~a&
ce on the way to h1s ~rst. w~n as
gave up two runs on SIX hits msev
innings pitched.
UOP vs. UC Davis
Friday, January 17th

UOP vs. UC Davis
In contrast to the first two
games, UOP's strength was in it~ pitching rather than its run production.
Junior transfer Mark Stone, drafted
by both the New York Yankees and
the Milwaukee Brewers, recorded 8
K's in allowing only 4 hits and giving
up only 2 walks to knotch his first victory as a Tiger.
All of the game's scoring took
place in the bottom of the second as
the Tigers scored four runs to win
their third straight, 4-0. The inning
began as Mickey Merrill flew to right
and Vince Brigman bounced out
third-to-first. But with two

Led by designated hitter
Knox's 3-4, 5 RBI performance,
UOP Tigers beat UC Davis 8-4 in
opening game of the season.
In the first inning, 2nd base
Brian Carr opened the scoring
he sa:m:l on Mark Knox's single, am
Anderson put the Tigers up 2when he scored on a bases-1
walk to Mickey Merrill.
In the second, with two on
two out, it was Knox again, this '
delivering on a two run double to
UOPup4-0.
Davis scored one run each in~
and seventh to close the gap
three, but Thomas put it out of r
with a solo homer in the 7th.
Dorris picked up tbe win, w
freshman Mike ., Pitz;111recorded

Watch for Stampede monthly in Paciffcan. Take advantage of
Tremendous Student & Staff . SAVINGS on AUTO REPAIRS
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See Details on Page 7

A&RTRANSM
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*Private room
*Banquet facilities
*Any type of entertainment you wis
Contact Sarah
Razor at 944-5666
Plan your party right now with Cala~ity Jane's
by the water
§
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Saturday, January 18th (1nd game)

0I L

1~1s

~ ~~

~uoo excePd p
~ !90, ·og all r
Saturday, January 28th (1st came)
;,~otefle tbafl tdlte t od t
~. 111or
1111 er
UOP went to work early ~ also . a911 ,
Davis starter Gary Rowe as ~ I is tnef t~a eo l
baseman Brian Carr opened' the l~ ~unt aJ!d I it
enter
1811 :..ester.-- uni'er
. .
.
m
t
half of the first mrung With a SCI.o ~ tbe
e quic :.:..t·-n);iltrn•'~·
blast over the ~eft~enter Wall. ~ "J)oiOS s~it ~i
inning later, with Jlffi McCahill ilf ,.~itY ~~lied b • 3:
Pet~ P~ppas aboard, Carr deliv~ ,-~-1111dUP 12 rotlll
agam wtth a 3-run shot over the 5at.t ' JIIOre thaii rnin lliU
wall, 370leet :~ayUOP
, ,witb (as~~ can tile>'
Lea mg
,
. scored · · 00 ear all) )?
in _the 3fld on ~ghi'mce ~rig . oflfiO~e-~ heard a {

run.

Car Problem?

10
'fl\"'
,\\\\'"

~ ~..~:,~,~!?.~~As

the rally.
-~
0
Jim McCa_hill walked and Still
)oil e'~iti o
second, and Bnan Carr drew ._, ~~~e f 1 ~at l
f
second of his two walks. Then ('~
all o.arellts. t.
Thomas tripled t? score McCaitin-;,J t#yotJ! ~-erfl!"~ ut
Carr, and followmg a .Bruce And....:' f. yollf 5 is d1 l
walk, Mark Knox smgled to-:~~ ~· e paY 't gOCS
Thomas for the Tiger's fourth and~ [1yoll·:·' stJll t(e1 c

Carr opene
d before Gary Thomas
and ~~le ~~~pitch
and sent to first.
was 1 '!'1
Bruce Anderson
Fo_llowmg a Knox nailed a double
~t~lke~~!·
~;~~ centerfield alley to
10
C
d Thomas. Mickey
score. arr an
ith a walk, and
Mernll. fol~owled bwy Sam Vaughn and
success1ve smg es
K
nd
Vince Brigman sc?~ed
~oxd a Merrill to give Paclflc a 5- a van
tage.
.
f
m the top o
C a 1 came ! 1•ght back
. more on the
the fourth Wlth two
lk and
strength of three walks, a ba '
t 0 hits
w With the score still UOP 5, Cal
4 the Bears again took advantage of
Ti er miscues as a walk, error, single,
an~ double created two more Cal
runs to put the Bears on top, 6-5.
Trailing 8-5 in the ninth, UOP's
Pete Pappas and Brian Carr led off
with singles, and Pappas scored o~ a
Bruce Anderson single to right. Wlth
runners at 1st and 2nd, Mark Knox
ste d to the plate. With the count at '
on~~all and two strikes, Knox grounded to the shortstop whc, threw to
second for the force. However' the
. · ruled that UOP's Bruce Ander~~:~gone out of the basepath to take
the Cal 2nd baseman out of a double
play situation, and Knox was called out
beca
without the runner's interfere=.· the double play would have
been completed. That play ended any
hopes of a UOP comeback, and Cal
won it, 8-6, despite Coach John
Picone's efforts to change the controversial ruling.
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.W~s~!!b~re ?!h?.i~~. .~~~m~~asing tuition

•

Have you ever wondered exactly
all f that tuitio
h
where
o parents, your
n expense
t at
u,
your
legal
guaryo
dian your government , or even your
to? Well
COU~ge pays .is distributed
1
1
I'll tell you._..lt goes a ong, ong way.
tuition thls semester at UOP is
$3,890, . except of course, for
Engineermg and Pharmacy. They
)earn more than the rest of us.
I also understand that this
. ·
·
b
amount lS mcreasmg Y 9 -,o next
semester ... and. I h~ven't even mentioned the Umverslty Genter activity
ree. Doing some quick math here, the
university will receive approximately
S3 900 multiplied by 3,500 students,
or' more than 12 million dollars to
plaY with (assuming all things equal).
What on earth can they do with that
kindofmo~eyahnywday?f . .
.
(tt

11 1

ls Slmplr astounding.
'
. Thmk of a large pie diagram
sliced
th t up in an irregular fasht'on so'
eacht slice represents a percentage
ofa wh
a you pay in tuition. The
largest expense, 30%, covers the
wages <;>fall the maintenance workers
that dnve around in those white and
orange carts. Those guys aren't the
losers that you might think they are
No, they just keep a very low profl"le.·
1 f
n act, most of them drive Porsches
and vacation in the Bahamas.
Now our search of where it all
goes t~kes us to the ever predictable
Athletic depa,rtment. From a reliable
source, I hear that 20% of our bill
goes to those guys and gals.
Other expenditures the University .makes which 1 uncovered may
supnse even the mellowist Liberal Arts
majors. Did you know that 10% of

p8yments ·going?

The Official Camp Pacific Pie Graph
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sity's water bill? Mpst of that is spent
~n . the Spring and Fall when they
1r!!gatfetthhe l~wns. Otn thedsamfle ndo~e,
3

for protection from the Calaveras
and the established watering
technique. A whopping 10% is

world." "It's something that just
can't be duplicated by a slide show.
The feeling of touching, of being
there is so unique. ••
Dr. Sutton goes on to explain
that, once you know how to scuba
dive, there are endless new experiences and discoveries open to you.
"Scuba diving is just the tool,
the vehicle for getting there, •• he said.
He adds that one of the best diving
spots is right in front ofthe hotel.
Dr. Funkhouser, who will work
with the island ecosystem study~ feels
it is all the more valuable and
fascinating if one has a science
background , but says it is not
necessary. "I love it when students
get to the point where they are really
interested in 'What am I seeing?'.
That's what makes it fun."
Those with a high degree of en-

thusiasm and stamina may want to
take part in the hike up to the summit
of Petite Piton, a mountain on the
island.
All of those involved in this
program seem to agree that it is quite
a worthwhile experience. "You get
such a good feeling about the people
you're with. It's so warm and friendly,'' commented Dr. Funkhouser.
Tim Herzog, a UOP student who
has been on the trip, was very en·
thusiastic about the opportunity.
"It's well worth the trip, and it's
something I probably would never
have done otherwise. I'd go again if I
had the time."
.
Herzog, who earned the two
units on the trip, encourages everyone
interested to · go. "The weather is
great," he said, referring to the 70-80
degree temperatures.

Center Rec Room. Possibly the only
justifiable .expense. 5o/o goes to the
l'b
h
f fraud
1 rary ... t ere are rumors o
and embezzlement. I swear I've seen
those librarians painting over the red
portion of the board which tells the
amount of money raised for the new
library. If the money doesn't reach
the board, where does it go? They're
tric~ over there.
'Ire relt of the Jie. 22%of a, is
classified in the "other" category.
This includes all of those other expenditures like academic supplies,
faculty salaries, debt payments on the
blue phone, and wages for the computer center T A's.
With such financial expertise in
the finance center, I wonder why at
the end of the year they never have
any money left over to finish the
Engfueeruig bUilding._ These g~~ing

p~Cii'~~~~t~d";~t;";·iuit ii~:~~f~bp~Y-~ii~ ~~~ibb~=~ ~:~~~~J;;~~ok
.

By Chanmng Heiss
Staff Writer

"I'll never forget the time when,
during one of our dives, a whole
school of 12 or 15 dolphins came up
and swam right along with us. When
we got back and told the others what
bad happened, they were all disappointed that they hadn't been there
too. That's a once-in-a-lifetime experience you can only have on a trip
Hke this one."
· The trip to which Dr. Conner
Sutton refers is the scuba diving and
biology trip which has been undertaken by UOP faculty and students
several times ip recent years during
oaS<es·IQIIII Winter term.
This year a ten-day extended
education experience is scheduled for
llid-May to St. Lucia Island in the
Caribbean. Instructors are Dr. Sutton, Dr. Anne Funkhouser and Dr.
Steve Anderson. It is open to UOP
lUdents and non-students, with no
for taking the trip,
or otherwise. Dr. Sutton
it is nec,.r.ssary to have at least
swimming s kills.
"We usually have a little session
the pool to make sure everyone
the basics, " he said.
trip to the island of St.
in the Caribbean costs each
$1600 for room, board,
airplane fare. Those persons who
to gain two academic credits
the extended education
program are required to pay an additional $60.
The stay will include an option
for either water or land activity. The
field course is designed to acquaint
the participants with basic concepts
or ecology as applied to tropical
lllarine and terrestrial ecosystems and
tith the natural history of animals

and plants encountered in the field. •
According to Dr. Funkhouser
St. Lucia is ideal for studyin~
-ecosystems because of the widely
varied terrain, which include water
. and beaches, as well as trees and even
mountains.
"It allows for study of many 'life
zones'," she said. Lectures, and
videotapes will be provided to supplement the students' hands-on investigations. Dr. Sutton explained
that, while they will be having lectures and exams, the "classroom"
aspect of the trip will not be as
stringent as a regular four unit course
at UOP.
"I won't deny that it's fun,
that's part of it. But we do hope
everyone will learn something."
He adds that if the students want
night life, they have to create their
own, and he stresses that is not the
purpose of the trip. Some of it is
physically demanding and requires a
lot of enthusiasm. "It's not just fun
in the sun," he added.
The water option of the trip
provides an opportunity for those interested in learning scuba diving at a
basic "resort course" level, but some
choose to take more advanced
training. Dr. Sutton explained that a
fairly 1ar~e number of the participants
go on to become certified divers shortly after they have gone on the trip.
Four days of boat diving and
unlimited beach diving will be offered
to all who are interested.
Dr. Sutton, a diving enthusiast,
enjoys relating stories and feelings of
"a certain mystique about the undersea world." "It takes adaptation
because people aren't used to living in
a water environment. It's a different
world."
He has always been impressed by
the many colors in this "different

WEST LANE
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$7 5 FOR 3 MONTHS
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He also took the scuba diving
lessons. "It's fun and it's not that
time consuming at all."
Since they must confirm all of
the arrangements with Oceans
Unlimited, Ltd. well in advance, Dr.
Sutton encourages interested persons
to contact the sponsors at least by
March.
The Pan Am flight will go from
San Francisco to New York's Kennedy Airport. After a four hour
layover, they will fly on to St. Lucia.
On the return trip, they will stay
overnight in a New York hotel. All
heavy scuba equipment will be
provided there, so participants need
only bring a suitcase, a smile, and a
desire to learn, and to see, touch, and
experience the world of St. Lucia and
the Caribbean.

Goldman to answer to charges
(continued from page 1)
--Kisting testified that moQey
or services from Data Diversions. was transferred from the- Data DiverThis claim was backed up by Minden.
sions account to Goldman's personal
--Sousa testified the invoices - accoum on three different occasions.
-Pascoe's testimony also idenfrom Data Diversions seemed to have
enough billing forms and envelopes tified the signatures on the two Acto account for 250 advertisers a week.
counts as one firm and one probably
Sousa said The Pacifican usually has Goldman's.
--Kisting testified .that the six
about 25 advertisers a week.
--Sousa said he had no idea why checks, the ones allegedly forged
Data Diversions would bill The were deposited in the Data Diversions
Pacifican for computer time since the account.
--George Lake, UOP's Chief Acpaper never used a computer.
--Joanie Goulet, an emplQyee of countant, testified that he ordered
Postal Boxes Etc., testified that she five of the six checks in question paid.
rented a postal box to Greg Goldman The money was taken from The
in the name of Data Diversions. She Pacifican account. The sixth was ordered paid by Dave Darby, also of the
knew Goldman from high school.
--Nancy Kisting, Branch Ad- accounting office.
--Ruth Kakara, who handles
ministrator for the Bank of America
in Tarzana (Goldman's hometown), scholarships for the Finance Center,
testified that Goldman had opened testified that she filed the memorantwo accounts at her branch. One ac- dums for Goldman's scholarships as
count was a personal one for Gold- "okayed for scholarship."
The prosecution used ten witman and the other was for Data
Diversions with Greg Goldman as the nesses to state its case against Goldman. Two of the witness, Goulet and
sole owner.

Probation concerns students

(continued'frompage 1)
in the past have had successful
semesters but might have slipped for
some reason or another. In a sense,
the student deserves the reward
because he maintained positive
balance points in the prior years, Dr.
Fennell said.
When this occurs, each individual situation is reviewed by the
appropriate committee composed of
faculty members from the school in
which the student is enrolled. At this
point the committiee may examine
the magnitude of the problem: a pattern of eroding grades, health conditions, faculty information and even
the possibility of the ''2nd chance. ••
If a student is on probation, he
obviously needs to raise his grades to
be taken off. If he is disqualified,
there are several things he may do,
according to Dr. Fennell. First, he
may simply withdraw from the
University. The number of those who
do this, however, is relatively low
compared to the · total number
disqualified.
The second option is to appeal

the decision and try to get back into
the school. Before doing this, the
student should strongly consider his
performance within his major
program.
Finally, the best option, is to
change directions and try for admittance into another school, suggested
Dr. Fennell. This is quite common.
A student also may question the
standards ofthe University. Are they
too lenient or are they too rigorous?
Dr. Fennell noted that a survey, once
conducted on the high ·school level,
revealed that those students with high
grades tend to view academic standards as lenient while students with
poor grades view academic standards
as rigorous.
Whether this applies to UOP or
not is questioned but it is a definite
concern of the Academic Council.
Dr. Fennell mentioned that there is
"no master plan to tighten up the
standards to flunk out massive numbers of students," He simply stated
that there "should be an on-going
goal to improve-for students, faculty
and administration. ••

Planned Parenthood
of San Joaquin County, Inc;
• Quality Reproductive Health Care
• Low Cost Contraceptive Supplies
• Pregnancy Testing
North Clinic- 415 w. Ben Holt 4n-4103
Main Clinic - 19 N. Pilgrim 466-2081 .

Kisting, were flown in from Los
Angeles.
Defense attorney Simonelli
sec~.med content in simply crossexamining the witnesses. He showed
no indication of how he plans to
defend Goldman. The preliminary
hearing seemed to act as an informational meeting for Simonelli who
said, "now we know where we are
headed."
When the witnesses had testified
and the lawyers had had their say,
Judge Rolleen K. Mcllwrath gave her
decision. She read off each count
Goldman was charged with and said
that he would be held to answer and
that there was "reasonable and
probable cause to find the defendant
guilty thereof.''

Increase OK'd
(continued from page I)
Academic Council Chair-Elect
Sidney Turoff said, "I believe there
should be a merit system, but spelled
out with sufficient detail. General
standards must be established which
the deans and chairs will have to
abide by and which will be justifiable
to everybody." Turoff suggested the
faculty play a major role ' in
establishing the proposed merit
system.
President McCaffrey said the
LRBP Committee also decided to in·crease financial aid by eight percent
to offset the forthcoming tuition increase. The President said the
budgetary recommendations, based
on the assumption enrollment next
fall, will be the same as the 1983
figure of 3,508 full-time students. He
said the University depends upon
tuition for 80 percent of its total income.
The student representatives of
the LRBC Committee felt positive
about the recommendations despite
the burden of increased tuition .
ASUOP President Scott Vila and
Senior Laura Kuhn said the tuition
increase represented a "reasonable
compromise" about the "other"
recommended tuition increases of 10
percent to 11 percent.
President McCaffrey said, "We
think our tuition will enable us to
continue to be in the center of the 12
leading independent institutions, or

Pacific
Update
COP speaker search
The COP's Dean's Office is
now accepting nominations for the
Student Speaker at the 1984
College of the Pacific Commencement. Students graduating in
May, 1984, as well as those completed their degree requirements in
December, 1983 are eligible. The
deadline for the applications is
February 27, 1984.
The COP ad hoc Committee
on Student Awards has established
the following three criteria, each
being equally important, as the
basis for selecting the student
speaker: 1) Academic Record; 2)
Student's ability to serve as a
representative of the College and
graduating seniors; 3) Ability to
develop a meaningful speech and
deliver it effectively.
Nominations will abe accepted from any College of the Pacific
faculty member and the College of
the Pacific Association. In addition, an interested student may
submit his or her own name as a
candidate.
Applications and nominations
are due in the College of the
Pacific Dean's Office, 110 Wendell
Phillips Center, by 5:00pm Monday, February 27, 1984.

Cal Grant deadline
The application deadline for
State sponsored Cal Grants is
February 9, 1984. Students who
will need help for the 1984-85
academic year must file a Student
Aid application for California
(SAAC) and a Cal Grant Supplement by February 9th to be
eligible for the maximum amount
of aid.

Report to Zorba
Dr. Larry Meredith, religious
studies professor, will be the guest
speaker at the Friday Symposia,
February lOth, at 12:00 in the UC
conference room. His presentation
is entitled " Report to Zorba: A
Modern Odyssey. ••
·During his sabbatical leave,
Meredith followed Kazantzakis'
odyssey to Athens, Greece, Mount
Athos, and to Crete where they are
celebrating Kazantzakis' lOOth birthday. During his stay at the different locations Meredith will
present the material and impressions he gathered during his
leave.

Darkroom
Memberships
Darkroom memberships are
now available for $25.00 per
semester. Contact the University
Center for more information.

Anderson Y
Open House
The Anderson Y will sponsor
an Open House on Sunday, Feb. 5
from 2:00 pm to 5:00 pm. Staff
and board members will be
available for questions, and
refreshments will be provided. The
Y is located across Pacific Avenue
at 265 Knoles Way.

World on
Wednesday
The speaker at the Feb. 8
meeting of the World on Wednesday will be Dr. Steve Anderson .
of the . Biology Department who
will speak on the Environmental
Consequences of Nuclear War.
The WOW meets in the Bechtel
Center every Wednesday at 12:00
noon.
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for all occasions
sales o.f theatrical makP-'JtJ
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"Be my Valentine."
Cupid says,
.

JUKI

.

Greetings and spread a

Select a Valentine card from Amencan
little Cupid charm yourself.

Valentine's Day, February 14th

vol. 74,
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Valentine Candy Now Available

Marines movin
•
Introducing the JUKI Model6100- a letter quality, full-feat~red
daisywheel printer with a graphic mode and word processing
functions. It features an 18 CPS print speed. 100 character
daisy wheel and a 13-inch platen. With its 2.500 hours MTBF it's
a reliable. quiet printer from Tokyo Juki Industrial Co.. Ltd.
Our Price 551.00

Comes with 2k Buffer expandable to 8k

University Book Store
Uni•ersity Center • Stockton, CA 95111 • (109) 946-1.319

Our Price 551.00

HAS WHAT YOU'VE

•

"sOGRGRY
. IBM Software compatibility
CGHA~LGJ]J''
Shown:MBC 555 with
2 drives, monochrome

,

'TheMBC5
Series 16 bit
computer
a personal
puter ~tan
affordable
2 160k drives
128k memory
8088 CPU
printer port
10 function
Sanyo color
graphics basic

•

for s1288
Includes
University Book Store
University Center • Stockton, CA 95211 • (209) 946-2329

Word Star
Spell Star

all this
Mail Mer.ge
Calc Star

'

softwear
Data Star
Report Star

andM

Shuttle's pli h

